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STEM Education in Early Childhood 

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) education is something that is in 

the forefront of public education.  In recent years it has started to receive more and more 

recognition, funding and discussion in the academic sector.  This is due to many different 

reasons, one of these reasons is the need for technology savvy individuals in today’s work force 

as well as the continuing breakthroughs with science. While STEM seems to be something that is 

up and coming, something that hasn’t been around in years past, this isn’t actually the case.   

STEM education has been around for years, though maybe it wasn’t called STEM.  

Instead it took place within our everyday math and science classrooms.  It was present in tech 

schools and shop classes as well as typing courses and computer classes.  While today there is a 

special acronym that has been associated with these types of courses which allows additional 

money to be spent, it isn’t something that is new.   

In fact, STEM education can happen in any classroom.  How you ask?  STEM lessons 

can be accomplished through the use of a ruler, an iPad, a magnifying glass, digital cameras, 

beakers and vials and of course computers.  STEM is not something that has to be taught in a 

secluded classroom or a specially built building.  Instead it should be integrated and taught in 

each classroom.   

Not only is it important that STEM lessons be taught in the classrooms, but even more 

importantly, it needs to be taught in early childhood classrooms. Chesloff (2013) tells us that 

“young children are natural-born scientists and engineers” (para. 11).  How many children in 

your life does this describe? I cannot think of a single child that I have ever had an encounter 

with that was not highly interested in exploring the world around them, discovering how things 

work and building with anything they could get their hands on.  Chesloff goes on to discuss the 
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brain chemistry of young children, saying “research confirms the brain is particular receptive to 

learning math and logic between the ages of 1 and 4, and that early math skills are the most 

powerful predictors of later learning”.   

Due to a child’s natural ability to explore freely, without feeling that they are going to do 

something wrong they are able to make the most unique discoveries.  They continually expand 

their knowledge and become more and more comfortable with the science, technology and math 

of their generation.  These abilities are just one reason that STEM should be taught consistently 

and efficiently in all early childhood classrooms.  
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